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Thou' you've decided to
For all my joy I am
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leave me knowing how much it would grieve

I will forgive as long as I live
Skins will be gray for many a day

This much is true dear believe me
But to myself I'll be saying
CHORUS

Always Always

down in my heart you'll stay You'll find me

waiting waiting

Always for a nap- per day And if there's
no one to love you Just re-
mem ber That there is some-one thinking of you
Always Always You can come
back to me me D.S.
Always - 4
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CHORUS

Gaze into the tea-leaves Just a moment love with me

Read the old legendary Words there in leaves of tea

Tell ing of the mill-prayer That wait at the gate of the Gods

Like a skein of tangled silk Countless ends and odds But